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CASE SIMILAR TO CUDAHY
AFFAIR AT PITTSBURG.
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Smoky City Not to Be Outdone When
it Comes to Scandal in High Life
Sensational Testimony Given.
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I spent only one day in
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at
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mand better conditions in their vari- the greatest potential tourist and resi- into Seward last night on the revenue
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Council Bluffs, March 12. James
Council Bluffs, March 12. What are
NO PRIVATE WIRE TO
settlement last night of the controver- and lots of publicity, to make it the are also safe. The men were picked
THE WHITE HOUSE known as the "bleached flour" cases
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men
railthe
Baltimore
of
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erwise of the whole dry country, and, reached in a small boat. They had a fake wrestling
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badly hurt and all hurried
connecting the house of Charles P.
Larkin, Kan., March 12. Edward practically every railroad east of the
Enjoyed His Stay,
Henry W. Spellmeyer of St. Louis, from New Orleans where the bout
Taft at Cincinnati and the White Payson Weston left here this morning, Mississippi. The terms of settlement
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Henry
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THE SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

minor city topics

Wheat

Jose D. Sena is Secreary In the
election of Santa Fe Lodge of Elks,
the name of Jose D. Sena, who was
secretary, was inadvertantly omitted.
New School District The people of
Los Xietos, in southwestern Santa Fe
county, which is experiencing rapid
development, have petitioned for the
establishment of a separate school
district.
Stanley Reservoir Survey Completed
The survey for the reservoir and irrigation works east, of Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, have been completed and the papers filed in the land
office and the office of the territorial
engineer.
St. Patrick Tea The ladies of St.
John's Methodist Episcopal church
will give a St. Patrick tea at the home
of Mrs. A. Winsor, opposite the church
Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5
o'clock. Everybody invited. A silver
offering will be taken.
Meets
Wednesday Clay Greene
Camp Xo. 1, IT. I. V. V. will meet in
Grand Army Hall at S p. m. Wednesday instead of Tuesday night as was
announced. Candidates who wish to
become charter members
must be
present at this meeting.
At Work on
Line
Telephone
Thomas R. Stewart, supervisor of the
Pecos forest, has gone to Glor'eti
and will look after the work of installing and at the same place, the Arch-poiand Panchuelo.
This line will
be for the use of the forestry service.
Dr. McCarthy at Lamy Dr. Thomas C. McCarthy, the federal veterinarian and Cornell '06, has gone to
Lamy on veterinary business. He has
been spending the winter here, with
the exception of a few weeks spent
at Ithaca, X. Y., where his parents
live
Bear Hunt Made Hit The moving
pictures showing a thrilling bear
hunt in Colorado made a hit at the
Elks' theater last night. Bruin gave
his pursuers a hard chase and the
noted guide who took Former President Roosevelt through the wilds is
seen leading the chase. The pictures
will be shown again tonight.
Free Lecture on Monday Evening
I
Everyone should turn out to the
lecture of Prof. Carroll Mitchell in the
supreme court room at the capitol on
Monday evening at 8 o'clock. The
lecture will be illustrated and is given
under the auspices of the Archaeological Society.
At 7:30 the same evening and at the same pdace, the Archaeological Society will hold its annual
business meeting and all members are
urged to be present.
Carlos Vierra as Rancher Carlos
Vierra, the protographer and well
known as a painter of marine scenes,
has decided to go on a ranch and lea'd
the simple life laid down by Pastor
Wagner in his noted book. Mr. Vierra
is said to have enough of city life and
soon will be riding a bronco and
gaining strength by hard outdoor
work. Mr. Vierra come here from
He once
California for his health.
sailed from San Francisco to New York
as a common sailor and had many
j thrilling
While going
experiences.
p round the horn he had an opportunity
to study the sea in all its moods and
this experience assisted him greatly
in winning success as a painter of
marine scenes.
Colony for Consump
tives at Rincon A movement is on
foot looking to the establishment of
a
colony in the vicinity
of Rincon, Dona Ana county, for con
sumptives in the first stages of the
disease. It, is well known that the
important thing is to get the patients
into a favorable climate in the be
It is proposed
ginning of infection.
to establish this colony where patients
may go before the disease has made
serious inroads on their strength and
obtain free of charge the advantages
of climate, medical attention, board,

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy
Bobolink
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"For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of wanr water once every 14 hours
before I could have an action on my bowels.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
man. During the nine years before I used
Cascarets I suffered untold misery with internal
piles. Thanks to you, I am free from all that
this morning. You can nse this in behalf of
uFering humanity. B. P. Fisher, Roanoke, I1L
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe. '
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gen- uine tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
930
cure or your money back.

lodging and a percentage of the colo
ny Hinds sufficient to meet incident-- j
In return they will be
al expenses.
expected to spend a given period each!
day. which shall be a period prescrib-ed by the physician in charge as nec-- !
essary, in exercise in the open air or
at light work on the colony ranch.
1

(Continued on Page Eight.)
FOR GASOLINE,
RECEIVED KEROSENE.

That's Why Dr. Diaz's Auto Wouldn't
Climb Hills Will Oil
Advance?
Dr. J. M. Diaz, who owns several
automobiles, had an interesting experience with one of his large cars
He bought a five gallon
yesterday.
can of what he thought was gasoline
and started on a spring ride, after
filling up his auto tank. The machine seemed to have the "spring"
fever, however, and when he urged it
to climb hills, it rebelled.
said the mechanism, but
there was nothing doing in the
line.
Doctor Diaz put
the machine
through a series of exercises, gave it
massage, and rang in a few "Swedish"
movements familiar to sanitarium directors, but the big machine seemed
to have the rheumatism bad, very bad.
The physician tried surgery, and opened up the engine. It wasn't long before he discovered that the big touring car was feeding on a wrong diet.
Instead of gasoline he says he had
received kerosene.
"If it was gasoline, it must have .been of a very low
order," said the physician. And then
his friends laughed and told him to
keep the news away from Rockefeller
lest coal oil go up, another use for it
having been discovered.
"Chug-chug-chug-

Established 1856.

12, 1910.

Incorporated 1903.

SN

BROS. COMPANY

m- I- Ladies Garments

8j?

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

Every garment made to
Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
FOR HALF A, CENTURY
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BOX
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W. E. PARSONS GETS

GOVERNMENT JOB.
Well Known Hotel Clerk is Appointed
Distributing Clerk in Local
Postoffice.
William E. Parsons, for 14 months
clerk at the Claire hotel and who
spent twelve years as clerk at the Pal
dis
ace hotel has been appointed
clerk
local
in
the
postoffice
tributing
and now is at work. He took the civil
service examination some time ago
and as there was a vacancy he received the position.
Mr. Parsons has a wide acquaintance with territorial officials and with
the traveling men of the west and
Moreover he possesses a
southwest.
good memory and his long experience
behind the hotel register has given
him a splendid training for his present position where he will be called
upon to read more or less remarkable
handwriting.
Born and reared in Santa Fe Mr.
Parsons has a good command of English and Spanish, and it is thought
that he will prove an efficient and valuable clerk in the postoffice.

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Church of the Holy Faith.
Passion Sunday, March 13th, 1910.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon at 11 a.
m.

9 Jill

II

II

Presbyterian.
Sabbath School at 9:45 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 4 p. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 : 30 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. m.
Everybody welcome.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
cure
Druggists refund money if it failsonto eacn
W B. liKUVK'S
signature is

II
II
III

We ean-- everything you need In builders. Hardware from the wire
screen on the front door to the outside knob on the kitchen door,
Your houee or building, if propeily "hardwared," will be much more
handsome than If you give no care to the kind of "trimmings" you use,

WHEN IT

S ANYTHING

?SR'ReYo

noT If it's Hardware

oal

WK HAVE IT.

IN HARDWARE,

We have it.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

i

Telephone 85

Telephone

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

SSfm

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

aSlV

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)

Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

Box, 25c.

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.

TT J) lrX

17 IV

II

JAV.

9

tTfl

PHARMACY
"Quality Before Price.

14,

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
hawed Wood and Kindling,

EKi75SS2
85

Phone

RATON

Evening prayer at 4:30 p. m.
F. W. PRATT,
Missionary in Charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. Theme:
"Our Interpretation of Christ."
Senior League at 6:45 p. m.
Preaching at 7:30 p. m. Theme:
"Offense in Christ."
Prayer meeting at 7:30 Wednesday
evening.
Everybody invited.
C. F. LUCAS, Pastor.
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No
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I

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San FranoUeo St.

REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address
Toledo, O
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
$100

bUlldllJtillUII

ASKED

MARCH

SATURDAY,

PHONE 213

SATURDAY, MARCH

12, 1910.
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CURED TO STAY CURED.

and body, having been terribly beaten
up by some one. Archuleta, who is a
'How a Santa Fe Citizen Found ComSandia Indian, and who went to Isleta
with several relatives to attend the
plete Freedom From Kidney
Troubles.
was evidently cracked on tho
PATH fiesta,
head with a bludgeon, as his kull is
If you suffer from backache
badly fractured. He has been unconFrom urinary disorders
scious since Monday morning
and
From any disease of the kidneys,
death is but a question of time. JoThree
Cornered
at
Fight
Be cured to stay cured.
jola was unconscious from Monday
and Two Red Men
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
morning until late yesterday aftercures.
noon. When he recovered his senses,
Die
Will
Santa Fe people testify.
Jojola claimed that Lucero had shot
Here's one case of it:
him from ambush, although he was
Eusebio Escudero, 106 Griffin street, WINE WHISKYftND
DANCING not sure of this, the shot having been
fired in the darkness.
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
The Isletas are American citizens
used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
so much benefit that I gladly recom- Were Factors in Producing the and not wards of the government.
Critical Condition.
mend them in a public statement.
Row.-T- he
Story in
A later dispatch says:
For two or three years I suffered
Detail.
Candelario Archuleta and Domingo
from backache and kidney complaint.
Jojola the two Isleta Indians who
There was a retention of the kidney
secretions and other difficulties which
"I have not been officially notified were seriously injured in the fight at
were
evidence
the Indian three cornered fight at the pueblo early Monday morning,
of
that my kidneys
gave
are still in a very critical condition
very weak. My attention was finally Isleta nor do I expect to conduct the
and it is not
of
I
and
Pills
to
case
man
sold
who
Doan's
the
called
Kidney
against
liquor the men will likely that, either
recover.
There have
procured a box at Stripling, Burrows to the Indians. The matter will rest been no arrests thus
far, since no com& Co.'s drug store. They promptly in the hands of District Attorney
of
kind
has been filed.'
any
plaint
lelieved the pain in my back, George "VV. Klock of Albuquerque,
the
third man inLucero,
Tranquilino
inremoved
and
course
I
of
called
be
may
though
strengthened my kidneys
in
the
and
is
jured
fight,
recovering
every symptom of my trouble. On a to the case."
will probably be taken into custody
I
had
have
then
since
occasions
So said F. C. Wilson, United States
few
the result of the fight of the
need of a kidney medicine and I am attorney for the Pueblo Indians in pending
two more seriously injured men.
I
have
such
times
at
glad to say that
discussing yesterday the drunken
used Doans' Kidney Pills with the brawl at Isleta that laid three Indians low: Domingo Jojola dying with STANDARD OIL FACES
greatest benefit."
SERIOUS LEGAL BATTLE.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 a bullet in his intestines; Candelaria
Co., Buffalo, Archuleta, with a fractured skull, and
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United Tranquilino Lucero with various in- On Monday the Unted States Supreme
Court Will Hear Arguments on
States.
juries but none thought fatal.
Remember the name Doan's and
Appeal Ordering Dissolution
From accounts received here the
of Trust.
take no other.
fight began in the pueblo Monday
morning but mystery surrounds the
Washington, D. C, March 12. The
Notice for Publication.
tragedy, and as yet no arrests have most serious legal battle that "Standbeen made, although it is possible ard Oil" has ever faced will confront
(Serial 03731. Not toal land.)
that Lucero, who is the only man who it next Monday.
of
the
Inteiior,
Department
will live to tell the tale, may be arU. S. Land Office.
That is the day set by the supreme
rested today and guarded by a deputy court of the United States to hear arSanta Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon until he is well enough to be removed j guments on the appeal of the Standto a jail.
ard Oil Company of New Jersey from
Sandoval, of Cow Springs, (P. U.
'
can
all
From
be
learned
that
the
March
adverse judgment of the United
on
29,
N.
M.,
Jojola
who,
Lamy),
1904, made homestead entry (Serial went to Lucero's house about 2 o'clock States district court for the Eastern
N Monday morning to get a drink of district of Missouri,
SE
which ordered
03731) No. 7871, for SE
Sec. 1, T. wine. He knocked on the door and the dissolution of the New Jersey
SW
SE
NE
Lucero admitted, corporation as an illegal combination
13 N., R. 11 E., N. M. r. Meridian, asked admittance.
as filed notice of intention to make him, it is said, and began to pound and monopoly in restraint of inter-- ;
filial five year proof, to establish him with a stick. According to Jo- state commerce. To point out the
claim to the land above described, be- jola, Candelaria Archuleta, the
leged errors of the circuit court in its
Indian, was in Lucero's house and findings and in its decree, the keenest
fore the register and receiver, U. S.
Jand office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the he and Lucero's wife took a hand in intellects within command have been
the scrap, all three of them beating
J4th day of April, 1910.
procured. To argue for the affirmance
him. He finally managed to get out of of
Claimant names as witnesses:
the decision of the lower court, Mr.
the house and made his way to his
Eulogio Sandoval, Victoriano
the
Wickersham,
general of
Filiberto home, where he summoned his broth-- ! the United States attorney
Francisco Sandoval,
himself will head a
er Jose. Together they started for
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
counsel for the gov- brilliant
Lucero's house, evidently bent on re-- i ernment. array of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. venge. They had proceeded but a
The circuit court announced grave
short distance when Domingo was laid
findings
against the seven individual
low with a bullet in his side, having
NOTICE OF SALE.
Wilbeen shot at close range by some one defendants, John D. Rosckefeller,
M.
Notice is hereby Riven that on the 22nd
liam
Rockefeller,
Flagler,
Henry.
hiding in the shadow of a building.
H.
D. Archbold.
R. Orandall, seized at Pearce, Arizona, 4tt
Jojola carried his brother home and Henry H. Rogers, John
of
lxttles whiskey,
M. Pratt,
Charles
and
Sliver
pints and six quarts
slowPayne
man
has been dying
The above described property having the injured
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act ly since, his relatives refusing the of-- , the Standard Oil Company of New
March 3. 1897.
Jersey and other defendant
Any person claiming the above describ- - fer of medical assistance.
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
oo the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern 1p all respects.

j

illustrated catalogue

For particulars and
address.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

and Cuticura
Ointment as he was
f.uro of good results
Soap

Superintendent.

from his own experience.
I used
the

CALlEfiTE HOT SPRINGS.

OJQ

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west has been throughly
miraculous cures attested to in the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe traitt
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These w?lers contain 1.C26.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
e

Bar-anc- o

Complete External and Tntern.il Treatment for
Every Humor of Infant. Children and Adults consists of CutleiiRi So.m S5e.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the skin and Cuti-cu- ni
Resolvent (50c). for In the form of Chocolate
Coated Fills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout the world.
Chem.
Potter Drue
Corp.. Sole Prons.. 135 Columbus Ave.. Boston. Mass.
"Mftited Free,
Cuticura Book, an author'
It; on treatment of Skin and Scalp Diseaae

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos. County

or paying any dividends to the princi
pal company, but not from distribute
lng ratably to the snareholders of the
principal company the stock of the
subsidiary company; it enjoined those
found to be In the "Illegal combination" from continuing in it or forming
a new combination by means of aggregation of the physical properties in
the hands of one member of the combination, and forbade those in the
combination from engaging in interstate commerce until the combination

Wells

N
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s bompan
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8outhvrt."

REGENTS E. A. Cahooa, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FIdUv
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San-di- a

NEW MEXICO.

Wert Point of th

Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

-

YIELD
TO EASY TREATMENT

Cuticura Ointment for
about six weeks, after
washing thoroughly with the Cuticura
Soap. My face is in perfect health now
which I owe to the Cuticura Kemedies.
I shall always stand by them as one of
the greatest blessings to the suffering
thousands. Arthur D. Oridley. ;32 Dean
St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Apr. 9. 11)09."
" In the middle of the
night of March
30th I woke up with a burning itch in
two
hands and felt as if I could
my
pull them apart. In the morning the
itching had got to my chest and during
that day it spread all over my body.
I
was red and raw from the top of my
head to the soles of my feet, and I was
in continual agony from the itching. I
could neither lie down nor sit up. I
happened to see about. Cuticura Remedies and I thought. I would give them a
trial. I took a good bath with the Cuticura Soap and used the Cuticura Ointment. I put it on from my head down
to my feet and then went'to bed. On
the first of April I felt like a new man.
The itching was almost gone. I continued with the Cuticura Soap and Ointment and during that day the itching
rompletely left me. Frank Ciiidlev, 325
E,43rd St., New York City, Apr. 2"', '09."

1--
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i

"In 1 007 my faro hrokp out in a mass
of itching sores which finallv affected
my eyesight. I tried
several highly recommended salves that
cost one dollar an
ounce, but to no avail.
A friend of mine
urged
me to try C'utioura
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One had Face Covered with
Itching
Eruption -E- yesight was Affected
-- Raw,
Itching Humor Spread-Ovethe Other from Head to Feet
in a Single Day
Dreadful
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Found in Plaza.
Archuleta was found lying in the j The court found that in 1899, by an was discontinued.
within thirty -days from the first publication
indiH, I'.BARBSHAR
of this noticeThe counsel arrayed in defense of Save
plaza at daylight Monday, badly bat--' exchange of stock by the seven
Ool lector.
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
of the
Oil
the
Standard
viduals,
Company
tered and unconscious. It is not known
Standard Oil Includes John G.
to
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
how he was injured, although suspic- New Jersey acquired the legal title
of Buffalo, N. Y., in whose home
com19
of
the
stock
of
a
McKinley died; D. T. Watson and
HACK LINE ion points to Lucero, who, however, majority
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
claims ignorance and declares that the panies, which in turn controlled a John G. Johnson, leaders of the Pennman left his house immediately after large number of others, all but one en- sylvania bar; and Moritz Rosenthal, Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
From
the
the legal pillar of the Standard Oil
departure of Domingo Jojola. Lu- gaged in the oil business.
and all Foreign Countries.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
What it found as to this combina- interests. Of these Johnson made the
cero also denies shooting Jojola and
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Meets Both North South claims that the latter attacked him in tion was this:
principal argument to the supreme
That since 1899 the affairs of all court in the defense in the tobacco
his own house and that he was forced
Bounds Trains.
to defend himself against his on- these companies have been managed cases
The defenSe has urged that
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of slaught.
by the principal company as the busi the corporations, which entered into
the north bound train and arrives at
It is known that the fight was the ness of a single person, so as to fix the organization of 1899, had not been
Taos at 7 p. m.
event of a day of carous- for them the price of crude oil, the competitors since 1879 ; that the
culminating
Ten miles shorter than any other
sell- holders of the principal company were
ing and drinking in which it is said rates for transportation and the
way. Good covered hack and good all there Indians took a prominent mg prices of Us products.
the joint owners 0f the stock of the
teams.
v
that tne par value ot the comDinea subsidiary companies and had the
part. The acequia dance, always an
was about ?100, right to convey their stock in the
JSsraiy TUAngr a.caa.e to 3a.2ca Pas important fiesta, and which occurred capital stock in 1899 1903
it was
GoxxxfortSLble,
Gang-eat Isleta last Sunday, was celebrated 000,000, and that in
latter to the former in trust for thementhusan
in
of
the
Indians
by many
selves, and Congress was without powRigs,
That 12 of these companies owned er to restrict their acquisition, their
iastic manner, wine and whisky it is
said being freely sold to the Indians 54,565 miles of pipe lines.
method of holding or their disposition
That six of these companies had
in violation of the territorial laws.
of their title to their property or their
selling stations, throughout the use of it; that the corporations whose
Superintendent Reuben Perry, of
stock were invested in the Standard
the United States Indian school, went United States.
That these companies from 1899 to Oil Company of New Jersey are privto Isleta yesterday, accompanied by
of ate
Dr. Keck, the government physician 1907 produced more than one-tent-h
in
of
corporations and not charged
in
oil
inthis
country.
in
the
obtained
an
crude
Mr.
made
and suregon.
with a public duty as were the railPerry
more
That they owned and operated
roads in the Northern Securities case;
vestigation of the affair, although he
of all the tank cars used and that if any restraint of trade rewas unable to obtain much informa- than one-hal- f
sulted from the organization in 1899
tion, the Indians refusing to discuss to distribute its products.
RIGHT
That they manufactured more than it was neither direct, immediate nor
it. Most of those whom he approached
three-fourtreh
of all the crude oil
substantial.
pleading ignorance. The services of
the phsician were rejected by the rel- fined in the United States.
Attorney General Wickersham prob
Don Caspar Avenue
That they transported more than ably will make the principal argument
atives of the wounded men and Dr.
four-fifth-s
derived
of the,- petroleum
to the court in favor of the dissoiu
Keck returned to Albuquerque with
Mr. Perry last night. Dr. Keck took from the Pennsylvania and Indiana oil tion. Frank B. Kellogg, of Minneso
YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
look at both Jojola and Archuleta fields.
ta, and Charles B. Morrison, of Chi
will be promptly answered whenever a
s
will
That they marketed more than
that
is
his
it
and
they
opinion
cago, have been most active in the
want
to
If
make
it.
you
you choose
oil sold in preparation of the case against the de
two.
of
the
or
all
a
within
die
both
illuminating
Jojola
day
to catch a very early train or meet a
fendants. Their arguments were up
has a bullet somewhere In his intes- the United States.
very late one you can have a rig
That they exported more than four-fifth-s held in the main by the lower court
tines and this alone, it is said, will
LACES & EMBROIDERIES
. FROM THIS LIVERY STABLE.
He
of all the illuminating oil sent
not
extracted.
is
if
the
world
The
is
it
death
cause
business
awaiting
want
when
and
Just say what you
outcome of the suit to know what ef
about the head, face forth from the United States.
and where, and our livery service will has other injuries
four-fifth-s
more
sold
That
than
fect it will have upon the future not
they
You
command.
couldn't
Ale have just received our new Stock of this
be at your
United only of the Standard Oil, but of other
of
all
sold
in
the
the
naphtha
have better if you owned the biggest
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidcombinations with points in common.
TO-NIGH1 States.
T
private stable you know of. And at a
nine-tentmore
sold
That
than
of
The
is
they
waiting
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
justice
department
mere fraction of a private stable's ex.of all the lubricating oil sold for the decision of the court in order
pense.
during this month only. All new patterns and
to railroad companies in the United to share the government attitude toStates.
designs.
ward other organizations of which
WILLIAMS 4 RISING .
A Conspiracy.
have been made.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
complaint
lii
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
On this finding the court decreed:
A failing tiny nerve no larger than
That the organization of 1899 was a
combination or conspiracy In restraint the finest silken thread takes from
of interstate commerce In petroleum the Heart its impulse, its power, its
and its products, such as the first regularity. The Stomach also has its
act hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
section of the Sherman anti-trus- t
declares is illegal; that the seven in-- , Shoop who first told us it was wrong
dividual defendants, the Standard Oil to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
Company of New Jersey and 39 other Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
companies had entered Into a combi- Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
or conspiracy to monopolize straight for the cause of these ail
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
nation
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
and had in fact monopolized a sub- ments these weak and faltering inAND GENTS CLOTHES
- CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
stantial part of insterstate commerce side nerves. This, no doubt clearly
LADIES
Denver Colorado.
in violation of the second section of explains why the Restorative has of
TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
the Sherman anti-trus- t
act; that 33 late grown so rapidly In popularity.
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
other companies accused were proven Druggists say that those who test the
not to be in this combination.
Restorative even for a few days soon
' The court
enjoined the principal become fully convinced of its wondercompany and its directors from ex- ful merit. Anyway, don't drag the
A AV
New
ercising any control over the sub- organ. Treating the cause of sickDess
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
N.
M.
Santa
the
Is
Catron Stock
It
successful
the only sensible and
Fa,
enjoined
sidiary companies;
Co.
subsidiary campanles from declaring way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Mil-bur-
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STABLE

LBWERY
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FARE

SS?

Fine

$5.00

Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When

Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery
RATES

CHAS. CLOSSOFJ

four-fifth-

SPECIAL
SALE

ADOLF SELIGMAN

SPECIAL
SALE

DRY GOODS CO

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for

Mexico.
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UNON(jb.JL

SANTA
ROADS
CLI MATE AND
FE'S GREATEST ASSETS.
Here comes another man who says:
"I doubt, if the people of Santa Fe
realize what a prize they have right
with them." Judging by the way that
Santa Fe has been chasing phantoms,
has been raising one fund after another at frequent intervals to entertain this or that visitor, or to do this
or that on the spur of the moment and
achieving no results, but at the same

time neglecting the things near at
hand, the writer is telling the truth,
merjust as did the great commission before
chant from Chicago, who day
yesterday said: "Your people do not
seem to have any idea of the wealth

that you possess in your soil and

cli-

If you did, your land
would be worth $4,000 an acre, just as
it is in the most favored orchard dismate and water.

tricts of western Colorado."

W. R. Griffith of New York, who has
made a study for years of civic development and the beautifying and civic
and
of communities,
improvement
who has achieved notable results in
that direction in his home town on
Ixng Island, points out in a letter to
Prince, the lines along
which Santa Fe should expend its
means and efforts in order to achieve
results far more satisfactory than
would be the landing of a military
post, or of a glove factory, or any of
the other objects for which Santa Fe
business men have been putting up
money lavishly again and again without obtaining any return:
"Give my cordial regards to my
friends in the Board of Trade," he
says, "and tell them not to forget that
they have the greatest potential tourist and residential center of the southwest. All it needs is a little more
ROAD BUILDING, a LIBERAL CITY
PLAN to grow along, and lots of PUBLICITY, to make it the most charmthe
of
otherwise
and
city socially
whole dry country," and he might
have added "a Tourist Hotel." "Of
course, with such development, come0
increased business of all kinds. I
doubt if the people of Santa Fe realize
what a prize they have right with
them," he continues. "I enclose a letter from a retired naval officer, whom
I recommended to visit Santa Fe,
showing his appreciation."
In this same connection, Mr. Griffiths quotes the impression of a naval
officer who has visited all parts of
the world, but who was told by Mr.
Griffiths to be sure to visit Santa Fe,
and this naval visitor repeats the experience of practically every other
visitor of culture and of experience,
when he writes and incidentally
shows that Santa Fe's good roads and
its climate are its greatest assets:
"I enjoyed my stay at. Santa Fe very
much. The weather was glorious. I
made the drive to the divide in the
morning and, the Scenic Highway in
the afternoon and on my return from
the latter, drove again to the Tesuque
divide to see the sun set over the
mountains. I spent only one day in
Santa Fe, and left the place win
great regret. I was sorry I had not arranged to stay longer."
To make the tourist visitor drive
over the same road twice in the same
day because he fell in love' with its
beauty and to cause him to regret
to leave the city, is accomplishing
more for Santa Fe than securing a
smelter or a tannery.
.

GO TO THE

PRIMARIES.

The Santa Fe Board of Trade is to
be congratulated for not permitting
itself to be dragged into politics. Two
resolutions were before it last evening
that would have resulted in the very
thing that the board has sought to
avoid in the past. One wae a resolu
tion endorsing a candidate for district
attorney, despite the fact that there

is no vacancy in the office. But even
if there was, it is outside of the proV'
ince of a board of trade to endorse
one candidate in preference to an
other, no matter how worthy the pre
f erred candidate might be. The oth
r was a resolution to appoint a
committee to confer with other simi
lar committees as to the advisability
Of holding a citizens' meeting
to
nominate a
ticket for
the municipal election. It is true, that
it was maintained that such a moveinent is not political but for it
to win, its promoters and backers must go into politics, must play
politics for all they are worth; must
checkmate every political move of the
opposition and' must stoop or rise to
every political expedient that sagacity
would suggest. It is absurd to contend that any body or any person can
go into an election in Santa Fe without playing politics. The New Mexican several months ago sought to
arouse the business men of Santa Fe
n

j
l

abiv

to the necessity of getting together,
of asserting themselves in municipal
politics and would have favored a citiBut now,
ticket.
zens'
that the lines have been drawn, the
candidates practically agreed upon, it
would be unwise and detrimental to
the city to further such a movement.
The remedy lies in every business
man, every property owner, every citin

IM- MUNICIPAL
SYSTEMATIC
PROVEMENTS.
The revenues of Santa Fe during the
present and the following years will
be greatly increased on account of
growth in assessment, a closer collection of taxes, an adequate excise system and the lifting of the load of
crushing indebtedness of Santa Fe
While the funds available
county.
will be small compared with the money spent by the city authorities of Albuquerque, Roswell, East Las Vegas
or even Raton, yet $20,000 a year
can be made to go a good long ways
in giving this city better government
and initiating a system of public improvements that will make Santa Fe
a better and more beautiful city.
"System" is the right word and the
new city administration whether Republican or Democratic or
must start out with a "system."
The revenues that will be available
during the year should be calculated
beforehand and divided into funds at
the disposal of different committees,
such as police, water, fire, light, street,
health and others having a specific
work to accomplish.
There should
also be adopted a plan for systematic
such as
permanent improvements,
sewer construction, paving of streets
opening of streets including the river
boulevard, all looking toward the
greater and more beautiful Santa Fe.
Extravagances are not permissible,
but by doing each year a little perma
nent improvement work, Santa Fe
will accomplish eventually what other cities are doing by rushing deeply
into debt and overburdening their tax
payers with assessments and taxes.

When Rubbers Become Necessary
And your shoes pinch, shake into your
shoes Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic
powder for the feet. It cures painful,
swollen, smarting, sweating feet, and
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. Just the thing for patent leather
shoes, dancing parties and for Breaking in New shoes. Many people cannot wear heavy stockings comfortably without shakins Allen's Foot-Eas- e
into the shoes. Sold everywhere,
25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
cept any substitute.
e,

12, 1910.

R. J. PALEN. President,

j. b.

L,

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

A, EDGBES,

BEAD, Cashier.

lis First Rational Bank
OF SAHTA FE.

The Oldest Banking institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

-- ,

ELK'S THEATRE

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.

the most favorabie terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and seils bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ot three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' ' time. Liberal
Loans money on
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ODe of the most sensational hies ever produced on
the American stage New
York Herald.

Non-Partisa-

zen who believes in civic righteousness, going into the party primaries
and there exerting influence on behalf
of nominations that will give Santa
Fe a business administration. The
New Mexican predicts with confidence
that if this is done, the result will be
far more satisfactory than calling a
mass meeting at this eleventh hour
to put up a hybrid, mongrel ticket to
suit the notions of a few extremists
or visionary reformers. But even if
this were not so, it is not the business of a Board of Trade that seeks
to invite all business men of every
political or
leaning to
In El Paso, a bitter controversy is
promote the industrial welfare of
Santa Fe, to call a mass meeting in being waged over the accusation that
opposition to the actions of partisan a member of the school board there
was interested in the sale of some furconventions.
niture to the public schools. In most
FIGHT FOR THE states it is made a criminal offense
BALLINGER'S
PEOPLE.
for any member of the city council or
Those who attended the meeting of of a school board to be interested in
the Santa Fe Board of Trade last eve- the sale of any article, or any contract
ning, gained some idea of the fight in which the municipality or school
that Secretary of the Interior Ballin-ge- r district is a party. In other states
is waging on behalf of the peo again, the sense of
propriety has made
ple, especially those of the west. It this an unwritten law, but in New
was shown conclusively, that by one Mexico,
unfortunately, there is a
of those autocratic departmental orjoke that in some rural
standing
ders of one of his predecessors, an school
the school directors
districts,
on
insufficient
and
based
order
data
divide the school funds among them
knowledge, every irrigation enter
as janitor,
selves, one being
prise on the Rio Grande and its trib- another as teacheremployed
and
the
third fur
utaries north of Engle has been tied
Even in the
the
nishing
the
the
under
that
up
specious plea
waters in Santa Fe canon, in Taos towns, the public moral sense is not
canon, in the other tributary streams, sufficiently developed to make it seem
might be needed to fill the Elephant wrong when a member of the city
Buttes dam which may be completed council sells anything to the city or
eight years hence and part of whose accepts a contract from it. But in the
waters are to be donated to Mexico absence of law, it might be well to
without compensation to New Mexico. pledge all candidates for office to reThe contention was openly made that frain from selling anything to the
this was done at the behest of specu- town or county or school district as
lators in lands in Texas and Mexico, long as he holds office. A law to cover
and as
Prince maintain- this point, will no doubt be placed on
ed, it would be ludicrous, if it were the New Mexico statute books before
not of such vital consequence, that many more years have passed.
the Reclamation Service the very
branch of the government established
The way that the statehood bill now
to aid irrigation and the reclamation stands, it will take care of the railof lands in the arid west, should be road bonded indebtedness of Santa Fe
used to prevent the very purpose for county. This debt as refunded and
which it was established. The reclam- validated by Congress, was almost
ation service by merely filing a
$300,000 and with defaulted interest,
prior claim to the waters of the must be somewhere above the $600,000
Rio Grande, without being put to the mark. That leaves a debt of several
necessity of proof that a reservoir in hundred thousand dollars on the
Santa Fe canon would prevent the county which is not taken care of and
reservoir at Engle from being filled on which the interest is also being
eight years hence, has been able to defaulted. The proper move for
put a blighting hand upon every irri- Santa Fe county is to refund this debt
gation project in all of central and on a compromise basis. S6me years
northern New Mexico and southern ago, the principal holder of this debt
Colorado. The burden of proof is agreed to a compromise of 50 cents
shifted upon the applicant for waters on the dollar, and it is a pity that the
north of Engle to show that the waters compromise was not accomplished at
he would like to use for irrigation that time. It should be done now,
would not be needed
eight years whether the statehood bill passes or
hence to fill the Engle reservoir. It not, for Santa Fe county is financial
is by fighting such monstrous exam- ly able to do justice to this indebtedples of departmental stupidity or ini ness and would place itself upon good
quity that Secretary of the Interior footing by taking sound financial acBallinger has drawn upon himself all tion that would at once
the hounds of the new idea of gov- its credit.
ernment paternalism that would1 dole
out bread and water to every citizen
A news item in the El Paso Herald
according to Russian autocratic ideas says that after George W. Frenger of
and bureaucratic methods.
Las Cruces had discussed the lien
laws of New Mexico at the meeting of
El Paso realizes that the returns of the Lumbermen's Association of New
the census to be taken next month Mexico and Arizona, at El Paso, W. L.
will stand for the next ten years and Foxworth of Texas arose and said
no matter what growth and what
that "the Texas laws are quite as bad,
claims are made during that period, if not
worse, than those of New Mexthe official returns will be referred to ico." While this can
hardly be conand serve as a basis for all calcula sidered a compliment to the territions until another federal census is
solons, yet, there is consolation
taken. The El Paso Herald says there- tory's
in a Texan admitting that the laws
fore, and the same spirit ought to pre- of New Mexico are better than those
vail in Albuquerque, Roswell, Clovis, of the Lone Star state which has been
Tucumcari, Santa Fe and other New a state ever since it came into the
Mexico cities:
" 'Count us all.' El Paso wants no Union sixty and more years ago.
more than she has, but she wants
A Chicago dispatch says that the
credit for all she has.
women of Chicago are getting
society
"It is not a matter of politics, this
in domestic economy from
pointers
count of the census. A Democratic the French wives who are held
up as
supervisor is iaking the census under models of thrift. The sfverage Ameria Republican administration with can husband,
however, has a sneaking
Democratic and Republican
census
exthat
a good deal
suspicion
takers. ' But to err is human, and cen- travagance has its originwifely
in the
sus takers have made mistakes before French
capital, for he occasionally
and they can do it again.
pays hills for "Paris creations," in
"El Paso wants to see that no misand hats that have the Chicatakes are made; that no citizens are gowns
articles skinned a mile as
go-made
overlooked; that every person resid- far aa price is concerned.
ing within the city limits of the city
is enumerated.
It la better to see
New Mexico will have five million
that this is done by taking the neces- people by 1970. That means that
sary preparations in advance, than it there will be a dozen citizens of more
is to cry after it Is all over, when no than 50,000 people in the state and
remedy is left. El Paso wants to be several with more than 100,000 people.
shown up for what she is, and to as- Will Santa Fe be one of these? It
sure this, it Is well to take every pre- has the start and the advantages but
caution to prevent overlooking any- it must arouse itself from the sleep
body when the count is made."
ing sickness.
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Blanche Walsh
In Her New Play

THE TEST
By Jules Kcki'i't Goodman

It is

a play that should be
seen by every man, woman
and child in every walk of
life. New York World.
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advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
cj
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound hankie ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The
patronage of the
2 nubile is resnecfullv
solicited.
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Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug
Store, Saturday Morning, March 12.
PRICES: $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.

HOTEL

LACE

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

KERR'S

non-politic-

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in a ant a Fe.
OUR NEW

the Best Hotels in the West
Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO!)

WASHINGTON AVENUE

PITCH

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not onlv
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular nair and facial tonics.
DE

HERPICIDE,

BATHS

LUXE QUININE

BATHS

&

PITCH

HOTEL

BATHS

J.E. LACOME

fire-woo-

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

Proprietor
Commodious Sample I? oora

.

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

3B3ESEE832HI

H

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

& Co.

0

GROCERS

I

Jg

Now

THE REST,

DO

FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
ii you arop in atoodocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
-

i

Serving
prices are lowest

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

S.KAUfJ

Where

FIRST CLASS CAPE

wait.

Our Increasing patronage Is the
ucrt pi hji mm we merit yours.

HERRBBA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor
:

for safe quality"

One Resolution to Make
What other 1910 Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

now

that

trade at KAUNK

&

you, will

the

OO.

coming year.' It Is a resolu.
tlon In your own Interest, for

it

means

the

best

possible

table supplies at lowest

pos-

sible piices.

II

RATES

41.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In"
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor; Special attention given to
traveling
men. Give us a trial If you want first class service,
4
V

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave. .

WM- -

GREGG Prop.

Think it over-is- n't
KAUNE
4 Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through T910.

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

H. S. KAUNE

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE

& COMPANY

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
-

PHONE 26

Don't

Fail
to

Call

and

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Inspect

Excellent Assortments of
.
Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leatner Pillows Tops

Many
other
articles
,

that ;

attract
.1

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday

aeturns Thursday

and Friday.

AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
F O. BROWN Agent.
Phone No. 23 Red

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.
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A. A. Schoolee of

t
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PERSONAL

E. O. Peque of Raton,

is

visiting

friends here.
j
j

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

CO- -

El Paso, is at the

Palace hotel.

j
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Dr. M. J. Gavin, a Denver specialist,
is at the Palace.
Mrs. A. Frank of Espanola, is visit-- l
ins friends hero.
II. R. Smith of Alamosa, Colo., is
I
rt the Coronado.
Attorney Fred J. Otero of Albuquer-- j
que is at the Claire,
M. A. Otero went to
j
Irfis Vegas yesterday.
N. L. Taylor, a business
man of
Denver, is in the city.
H. A. Marston of Cincinnati, O., is
at the Coronado hotel.
F. ,T. Kolman, a Milwaukee salesman, is here on business.
J. P. Wood, a sightseer from Yuma.
Ariz., is at Gregg's hotel.
Agnes Packer, a sightseer from Williams, Ariz., is in the city.
Charles S. Rowles, a business man
of Taos, is at the Palace.
E. T. Hamilton, a salesman from
Xew York, is at the Palace.
Miguel Romero of Las Vegas, is reg- ijH"red at tiie uoronaao notei.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. England are tour-

!

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.
a good glove, bat
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONES"

1 When you want

!

H

J

successfully fight the business, battle of life without
Have
you ever said to yourself: "If I only had $1,000 NOW."
money.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
,,...
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
YOU CANNOT

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C- -

&

TRUST

ists registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Moody Lyttle, a tourist from
Pittsburg, Pa., is at the Claire.
D. J. Herron, a meat, salesman of
Trinidad, Colo., is at the Palace.
J. M. Hartley and J. M. Hartley, Jr.,
of Buckman, are at the Coronado.
B. M. Balch, a traveling man from
Xew York City, is here on business.
E. W. Cotter, a traveling man from
St. Joseph, Mo., is here on business.
F. K. Brown, a salesman from Denver is calling on business men here.
Mrs. F. D. True, who owns a ranch
at Espanola, is visiting friends here.
Assistant Territorial Secretary E. F.
Coard is confined to his with illness.
C. J. Weber, a hardware salesman
from St. Joseph, Mo., is at the Claire.
F. L. Cuddleback, a traveling salesman from Pueblo, Colo., is at the Pal-

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

EAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119

SanFrancisco St.

Z&JtZZLS

ace.

a hardware salesman,
traveling out of Denver, is at the Pal
K. E. Curry,

ace
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Newton of

Pbone. Red Ro. 189

Colo.,

THE

fine line of (;pfit

Dealers in Furniture .
and Rugs

at the

Pal-

ace.
R. S. Robinson of Estancia, and who
has many friends here is at the

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALS0

are sightseers

Sa-lid-

W. P. Hall, a tobacco salesman of
New York City, is calling on business
men here.
Hon. and Mrs. Samuel Eldodt of
Chamita, Rio Arriba county, are here
on business.
A. J. Wahlstab and J. V. Redman,
traveling men from St. Louis, are at
tlie Claire hotel.
Lavern Budwell, treasurer of a
large New York business house, was in

mugw- -

F0U THE HQUSE

All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges,.,- - Also a. fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. 'Wagner folding
They are GREAT!!
Look over oar stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.
go-car-ts

FOR SALE

Spaulding 1910 Record Books

HERE

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS
IT IS NEAR HOUSE,,
iiliMl.. ...
CLEANING TIME
JAP.A.LAC will made old fur.
mture Jook like new.
All binds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Alabastine and Kal- sotnine

iMgiALL
BB&fsfir
A

-

KINDS OF FARMING
IT

IMPLEMENTS

. TORTHEPAMOCS...
MTCI
I
S i UDE13AKER WAGONS

rjrvaum s'
Everything in Hardware
j-

JUST

K

Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.
MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza.

ET

D
solve:
new

5prjisIC
that That
You
are Going to Bur
Suit

TO

...

IS ALL READY NOtylN EVERY
5TYL E AND PATTERN. To SUIT
;'
ANY TASTE-

Duster Brown.

for the Puye cliff dwellings west of
Santa Fe. They will return on Mon-

day evening.
Mrs. William H. Button of Bedford,
Ohio, and Mrs. T. W. Scott of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, who spent a week and
more enjoying the sights and climate
of Santa Fe have left for the Grand
the city yesterday.
Justice of the Peace J. M. Garcia has Canon from where they will go to Calireceived word that his brother, who is fornia.
Mrs. S. Sutherland of Tres
ill in Las Vegas, is improving.
is ill at the hospital in this city.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Miss Rosenwarld, who has heen visGable is on an official visit to Las
Vegas. He expects to return on Mon- iting Mrs. Jaffa the past two weeks,
left for her home at Albuquerque
day.
E. M. Swayze of Colorado Springs,
who comes to Santa Fe periodically
The Fifteen Club met yesterday afas a grocery broker, is a visitor in ternoon with Mrs. Jaffa at 405 East
Santa Fe.
Palace avenue. Mrs. L. Bradford
C. L. Cline, of Las Vegas; George Prince presided. The roll call
was
Haigh of Spokane, and N. D. Baugher answered with .quotations. "The Powof St. Louis, are all traveling men reg- er of a Lie," by Johann Boyer, a story
istered at the Claire hotel.
rather out of the usual and rising to
Charles E. Burton, of the Indian heights of dramatic intensity in its
service, and who has charge of the In- character delineations, was reviewed
dian school at Grand Junction, Colo., in a thoroughly prepared and lucid
is registered at the Palace.
paper by Mrs. W. S. Harroun and read
Mr. and Mrs. Carpio Archuleta and by Mrs. Prince. It was followed apMrs. N. Archuleta of Truchas, Rio Ar propriately by a reading from the
riba county, are at the Coronado hotel story by Mrs. Thomas, which gave
as guests of Miss Sophie Archuleta, an adequate glimpse of the literary
powers of the author, a Norwegian,
the bookkeeper.
Improvement was reported today in whose writings are creating a furore
the condition of Charles W. Dudrow, in Europe. Current Events closed
a local lumber business man who is what proved to have been a strong
interesting program. Besides the
seriously ill. He spent a rather un- and
members
of the club, the guests were
easy night, however.
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector for New Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mrs. A. Mennett of
Mexico Jo E. Sheridan, who makes Las Vegas, Mrs. Fredericks of Shanghis home at Silver City," but spends hai, China; Mrs. S. O. Fletcher; Mrs.
most of his time in the coal camps, Malleson of New York; Miss Proeb-ste- lof Walla Walla; and Miss Rosenwas an arrival in Santa Fe last evenOn account of
wald of Albuquerque.
ing.
next
Good
the
meeting of the
Friday,
Assistant Superintendent of Insurance Peter A. M. Lienau is expected club will ' be on April 8, four weeks
hence.
home from Denver and Des Moines,
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Travis have
la., next week. He is inspecting the
books and assets of several insurance taken possession of part of the R. L.
Baca house on East Palace avenue,
companies at the places mentioned.
Prof. Mitchell Carroll of Washing Mr. Travis comes here from Oklaho
ton, D. C, who will lecture at the capi-to- l ma and will open a dry goods store in
on Monday evening, arrived at the Catron block, at the northeast
midnight from Denver and left this corner of the plaza.
forenoon with Professor Chapman of
the School of American Archaeology
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Pie-dra-

Ornamental Doors.
'

'

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, craeks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications. . -

Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest care and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.
ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud the quickest cure. Moderate charges in
spite of our extra care and extra quality.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 145 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

amid

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

It is an admitted fact that real
financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

24 Hour Electric

SOPvRifrMT

as

thji

Shown c

Eji-re-

cnica&o

YOUR PURSE,
YOU WILL LOOK DRESSED UP.
FROM $ 1 2,50 TO $20,00.
IF YOU WANT TO PAY MORE LET US
MAKE YOUR SUIT To ORDER. YOU MIGHT
GO TO NEW YORK AND PAY "WETZEL"
HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A SUIT. DoNT Do
IT. WE WANT To SHOW YOU WHY NOT.
OUR WALKING ADS ARE OUR dEST.

W.

N.

T0WNSEND & CO.

GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS, ihoice APPLES NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
'

FRESH LA IP EGGS every day
ROASTING UJtUUKKNS

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White jWyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean Iwholesome foo'd
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

e

rvice

On and After Mareh 1st.
Wfcc up those datffc places and Electrical
AND

9y

WE ARE SHOWING NEW SPRING SUITS
THAT WILL ACTUALLY MAKE YOU HAPPY.
THE COLORS ARE RIGHT. THEY WILL
WEAR, THEY WILL FIT. IT WILL MATCH

WSIHIT

Santa Fe Water

i

Light Company

and

NIQHT
Cooking Specialties.

T
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Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
life about
among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little
the
proper
will
govern
comfort
largely
and
physical
to begin. Her happiness
contributes
Mother's
Friend
t.iiA fcpaith and nature of the child.
nf
,iinr,m,t
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
and aid in the relief
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, lessens the
pain and
of nausea. The regular use of Mother's Friend greatly
for the
natural
and
recovery
a
assures
and
quick
comes,
when
baby
danger
conour
for
book,
free
Write
stores.
sold
at
is
Friend
mother. Mother's
drug
Mothers.
taining valuable information for expectant
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Commissioner of General Land Office
Discusses Recommendation of Surveyor General March.

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
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THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA,
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II 00
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11

report of the commission-arthe United States general land
offlce tQ the secretary of the interior
dwells at some length on the recom
mendation of Surveyor General March
of New Mexico on original surveys by
salaried officials. Mr. March's idea
was that such surveys could be made
more accurately and much quicker
than by the old way of contract work.
Says the commissioner on this subject: "In connection with the statement of work done by examiners of
surveys in the territory of New Mexico, and referring to my recommendations in annual reports of 1907 and
1908 in regard to contract surveys I
have to report as to the comparative
expense of the two systems.
"Two examiners were, at the re- quest of the surveyor general of New
The

er

e

Qf

12, 1910.

to appropriate from the public waters
of the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation Is to be made
from Rio Vallecitos at points L Bank
about 200 yards below mouth of Rock
Creek and 100 yards below Sibley's
lower fence, head of canon above

ORIGINAL SURVEYS BY
SALARIED OFFICALS.

Company.

Railway

SATURDAY, MARCH

sheep bridge bears S. 16 degrees 50
minutes by means of diversion and
storage, (East 27.10 minutes Dist. and
20 cu. ft. per sec. and is to be conVallecitos
veyed to Point Bank
whence head of canon bears N. 9 degrees, 50 minutes E. 563 minutes Dist.,
by means of flume, terminal, reservoir
and pressure line and there used for
power purposes, water being returned to the river at place of use.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 24th day of May, 1910, and all
persons who may oppose the granting
of the above application must file
their objections substantiated with affidavits (properly backed wih applica
tion number) with the Territorial En
gineer on or before that date.

care ne can commit ner. in un
emergency his thoughts turn to the
"
7. 7
7777777. 7.7.
tin
B8
5 50
distant relative in the United States
t Vrrososo
f 9 42
t (18
76
whom he has never seen and of whom
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ti 35
82
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H
Palace.
J.v
00
82
Cimarron
knows only through hearsay or the
he
D. J. Herron, Trinidad; B. M. Balch,
f7 08
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fi 47
80
tree. Will the distant rela9
family
f8 37
Hai'lan
88
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El
A.
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New York City;
Schoolee,
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
8 20
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assume
7 35
the guardianship of the
Utc I 'ark. TS . M.. l.v
Ar
tive
Paso; Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Newton,
Territorial Engineer.
the
darling
new
and
in
making
Mexico, employed
Colo.; W. P. Hall, E. T. Hamil- darling daughter,
$:!0.000? surveys applied for by settlers and auabout
l
of
fortune
6:15
M.
In
A-- S. W.
N,
ai
p.
No.l2i
Dawson,
daughter's
1'.
K.
train
arriving
Ry.
Oonnectswjth
ton, New York City; Mr. and Mrs. If the distant relative accepts
the thorized upon favorable reports by
iConiK'ets Willi K.T.AS, W. Ky. t rain No. 123 leaving I'awscm i, M. at 9:55 a. in.
Nothing in the way of a Cough is
Samuel Eldodt, Cliamita; Charles E.
S'Stage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
of the prisoner's en- the field service agents. The said sur- quite so annoying as a tickling, teastrust
V. & S Passenger trains arrive unci depart from PeMoines as follow:
D.
F.
Mrs.
Burton. Grand Junction;
SOl'TH KOUN
NORTH liOVXI:
will be the material reveyor general, who is in favor of a ing, wheezing, bronchial Cough. The
Dr. M. J. Garvin, F. tire fortune
No, 8. 10. 44 a. m.
True
No. 1. 4.48 a. in,
Espanola;
will go at once
ward.
The
good
priest
No, 2. 11.11 p. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
E.
and
J.
Mr.
Mrs.
K. Brown, Denver;
change of method in his annual report quickest relief comes perhaps from a
the
Truck connection with A. T. &. S. K. Ry.nt llaton and Preston with ( A S. Ky. at
take
and
the
to
States
United
to Druggists
discussed' the matter and takes the prescription known
lies Moines K P, S. W. K . at CoHun, N M, anil Oimarron A Northwestern at
England, and Miss England, Minneapwith him. There is work of one examiner as his guide. everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Cough
is depot or followinK station Ovate, Miami, Hayado
darling
daughter
Cimarron. N. M. which
R.
E.
J.
F.
Milwaukee;
Kolman,
olis;
find Red Lakes, N. M
but one condition; the ready money
cost of the field work by this Remedy. And besides, it is so thorUte Park, N. M. is depot for the followinK stations In N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
Curry, Denver; Charles S. Rowles, which the
with him The
Red
tie
Ranchos
Taos,
r.olio,
brought
Cerro.
Klizalethtown.
prisoner
yuesta,
Raldy Black Lakes,
MitL.
is about $7.50 per mile, oughly harmless that mothers give it
F.
examiner
Pueblo;
Cuddleback,
Taos;
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
to Spain has been exhausted; the dischell Carroll, Washington; E. W. Cot
while
under
mileage rates the aver- with perfect safety even to the youngInily. (Flag, tl'aily except iSunday
tant relative is therefore requested
: Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
ter.
St.
be
would
$8 per mile.
Joseph
Taking est babes. The tender leaves of a
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. REDMAN,
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which simple mountain shrub, give to Dr.
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City.
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work,
G.
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&
G.
V. P.
Agent,
containing the secret receptacle and
Superintendent,
Claire.
involved
many reconnoissances, the Shoop's Cough Remedy its remarkRaton, N. M.
the certificate of deposit. This money
Raton, N.
Raton, N. M.
Mrs. Moody Lyttle, Pittsburg; A. J
much greater, probably 100 able curative effect. A few days' test
is
an
expense
is to be sent to the good priest at
Wahlstab, J. W. Redman, N. D. Beau- address indicated, and, having re- per cent. The expense of an exami- will tell. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
rates in Co.
gher, St. Louis; C. J. Weber, St. Jos ceived
it, the good priest will at once nation must be added to the would
Texline,
eph, Mo.; C. M. Sanchez,
start
for Ameri- order to compare, but this
and
secure
valise
the
Texas; J. E. Sheridan, Silver City
F.1
ca, the "land of the free and the home amount to but ?1 per mile. In tne
George Haigh, Spokane; C. L. Clines, of the
brave," with the darling daugh- case cited the cost would then be
Las Vegas; L. S. Kriege, Denver; F.
about the same for the two methods,
ter.
J. Otero, Albuquerque; E. M. Swayze,
with the advantage in favor of the salSecond
Appeal.
Colorado Springs; Ira Nies, El Paso.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- The above is generally the first let- ary method on the score of greater
Gregg.
ter of the series. It is quickly fol accuracy and saving time.
W. V. Hill, Denver; Mrs. A. Frank,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
"An exact comparison is somewhat
lowed by another in which the prisonAriz.
P.
J.
Wood,
Yuma,
Espanola;
Attorney-at-Lahis
of
states that
er
difficult owing to impracticability
pathetically
Douglas, and all Points in New
Coronado.
- New Mexico
Santa
Fe,
the
the
classification
of
and
at
the
is
A rn rm.
rapidly faling
arriving
strength
Piipnirt A rrViiTlff n nnri TVfr-Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
difis near. He beseeches his dear lands surveyed as to the extent of
leta, Mrsx. Archuleta. Truchas;
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CATRON & CATRON
to assume the trust ficulties encountered.
R. Smith Alamosa, Colo.; N. L. Tay- - distant relative
Thence
Attorneys and Counsel
CENTRAL to Torrance,
and be a loving father to the darling
"Other things, such as accuracy and
lor, Denver; Cosme Herrera, Pojoa-queOffice; Catron Block
the
from
is
The
letter
third
expense being equal, surveying under
H. A. Marsten, Cincinnati; J. M. daughter.
New Mexico
Santa
who in brief,
&
Fe,
Buck-man- ;
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good
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the
of
because
is
M.
J.
and
preferable,
Hartley,
salary
Hartley, Jr.,
bad
and
seterms,
hopelessly
touching
E. O. Peque, Raton; R. S.
CHARLES F. EASLEY
consequent avoidance of delay in
A. Romero, Pojoa-que- ; English, announces the death of the curing proper inspections. Under the
Estancia;
Surveyor General)
(Late
priest present regulations hardship to the
Agnes Packer, Williams, Ariz.; unhappy prisoner; the good
Attorney-at-Lais
adds that the darling daughter
is mitigated by partial pay-- 1
Miguel Romero, Las Vegas.
Land and Mining business a specunder his care. He is ready tQ put deputy
ment recently instituted, but the more ialty.
his promise into execution and start
Would Have Cost Him His Life.
New Mexico
important desideratum, the opening Santa Fe,
Oscar
Bowman, Lebanon,
Ky., for the United States as soon as he of the land to entry, is secured many
For Rates and full information address
writes: I have used Foley's Kidney shall have received the necessary months earlier."
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
Remedy and take great pleasure in funds from the distant relative. The
on this subhis
Concluding
report
and Consellor-at-LaFOX,
with
Attorney
incloses
stating it cured me permanently Cf good priest frequently
the commissioner says: "I hope
ject,
in
Practice
all Courts of Territory
his
a
letter
bogus
newspaper
clipping
kidney disease which certainly would
A.
to have before the next annual report
Speaks Spanish
have cost me my life." Sold by Strip announcing the death in prison at more exact data to
'Phone 192 Black
present as to the
El Paso Texas.
Barcelona of the famous Cuban patriot
& Cc.
bear9
of
relative
the
systems
expense
18
Rooms
and 19, Laughlin Block
(sometimes called, Augustin Lafiente)
New Mexico
the newspaper notice also speaks cun- ing upon the question of inaugurating Santa Fe,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
of the confiscated valise and the salaried method. The amount of
EXPOSES SPANISH SWINDLE. ningly
acreage of lands added to the surveyRENEHAN & DAVIES
the darling daughter.
It is a simple scheme, but present ed area during the last fiscal year is A. B. Renenan
E. P. Davles
It Reads Like a Romance and is In
ed in such a plausible way that almost 9,749,477 acres, which exceeds the
Attorneys-at-Latended to Fleece Gullible ForI
any unsuspecting "distant relative" of work of the previous year by nearly
Practice in the Supreme and Distune Hunters.
European extraction would be more 4,000,000 acres."
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
Washington, D. C, March 12. The or ies deceived by the glad prospect
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
department of state, at Washington, of failing neir to the agreeable cus- In Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, pure Santa Fe
New Mexico
has received a report from the Amer- tody of a darling daughter with a big healthful toasted
grains, malt, nuts,
at Barcelona, fortune, and a
ican consul-genera- l
interest etc., are so cleverly blended as to give
G. W. PRICHARD
Spain, in regard to the band of swin- - therein as an additional recompense. a wonderfully true coffee taste, color,
Attorney and Consellor-at-Ladlers operating in various towns and
For nearly twenty years these same and flavor. And besides, Health Cofin all the District Courts
Practice
cities in Spain, who make a practice knaves have been
practicing their fee goes a third farther than any and gives special attention to cases
of writing to persons in the United swindle, and it is needless to sugother kind. You actually get 100 full before the Territorial Supreme Court.
States respecting the imprisonment of gest that they are very carefully orcups from a 25c, 1 2 pound package. Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
a Telative and the guardianship of a ganized;
they have confederates not And Health Coffee is "made in a minchild.
only in the United States but in most
C. W. G. WARD
The consul-generstates that the other countries. The confederates In ute." No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boilat
all
is
And
besides
ing
Territorial
necessary.
District Attorney
describes
alleged prisoner generally
question select a man and find out all there is not a grain of real coffee in For San
and Mora Counties
himself as a political prisoner from they can about him;
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they get hold
it. Sold by Frank Andrews.
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New Mexico
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at
Vegas,
Cuba;
OF
point
family names, family origin, and famhas but one friend the prison priest ily characteristics. This information
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
through whose good offices he is en- is transmitted to the rascals in Spain ALBUQUERQUE AROUSED TO
Attorneys-at-LaELEPHANT BUTTE INIQUITY.
abled to smuggle an occasional letter and letters are at once written to the
out of the prison fort.
In the District Courts as
Practice
prospective victim. The scheme is Committee to Draft
MemThe prisoner is rich. He has a for- and
before
as
well
the Supreme Court of
Report
ana
a
very
developed in
orial to Congress Has Completed
tune in cash on deposit in the United presented
the territory.
piausible way and many of our fellow
Its Work.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
states, dui tne certmcate oi deposit countrymen have 'bitten" promptly
is concealed in a secret receptacle of an(j
cheerfully.
his valise; the valise itself has been j Under the
FE,
EDWARD C. WADE
Albuquerque, N. M., March 12. The
Spanish laws a felony
taken possession of by the court at must be consummated hern the - report of A. B. McMillen, O. N. Mar-ro- n
Attorney-at-LaTO
and Julius Staab, the committee
Carthagena, which tried and condemn- - lice may act and a mere attempt t0
Practices in the Supreme and Disjd mm, auu wtii OB item iiiiiu tne obtain money by false pretenses does appointed last Tuesday night to con- - trict Courts of the Territory, in the
of drafting a Probate Court and before the U. S.
prisoner or his representative has not, appear to warrant arrest. The siaer tne advisability
"
satisfied the costs of the trial. The money must be
protesting Surveyor General and U. S. Land
paid over and memorial to Congress
actually
prisoner has an only daughter; dying the prosecuting witness must be pres- against the completion of the Elephant Offices.
in his pTison, his sole thought is of ent in
New Mexico
propria persona to testify; oth- Buttes project, will be heard at a Las Cruces
this beloved offspring. He has no erwise prosecution would be useless. special meeting of the Commercial
friend or relative in Spain to whose
WILLIAM McKEAN
Recently the letters written to the Club to be held in the club Tuesday
SELLING DATES
distant relative have varied somewhat night at 8 o'clock. The committee
Attorney-at-Lafrom the original; the political pris- held a lengthy conference yesterday
Mining and Land Law.
oner having become a noted Russian but the result of the meeting will not Taos
WORTH WEIGHT
New Mexico
banker who absconded, leaving a de- be made public until a report is made
of some millions of roubles, killed to the club members Tuesday evenW. A. FLEMING JONES
IN GOLD ficit
in England
another Rus ing.
with
Bonds and Investments
In order to carry out the Elephant
sian, and finally took refuge in iSpain,
TJ. S. Commissioner
the Third
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
Buttes
it is claimed that it Judicial District of NewforMexico.
Lady Learned About Cardui, Thc art with was,ai,prbended and chars' will be project,
j:;
necessary to appropriatee all Eastern and local bank references.
nuuum s i unit a::u i mm
This change of character, however, the waters of the Rio Grande and its Las Cruces
New Mexico
Enthusiastic in its Praise.
is Immaterial, and in the future more tributaries and to forbid the appro- new characters will probably be in- - priation of waters north of the Butte
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
R. W, WITTMAN
Mount Pleasant, Tenn. "Cardui is all traduced by the gang. The scheme It is said that this practically means
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vou claim for it. and more." writes Mrs.
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Arriving
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Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
M. E. Rail, of this place.
New Mexico. The matter is in the TJ. S. Surveyor General's Office.
northern
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. ni.
letters.
lar
'
I was a great sufferer for 2 years and
New Mexico
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
Every effort has been made by the of great significance to Albuquerque Santa Fe,
was very weak, but I learned about CarRio Grande valley, as the onand
the
of
and
state
its
repredepartment
points in Southern New Mexico and Ariz oca on Southern
dui, and decided to try it. Now I am in sentatives in Spain to unmask these ly means of irrigation is the Rio
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
perfect health,
scoundrels and bring them to justice, Grande.
when changing into and the Spanish authorities have also
daughter,
"My
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
womanhood, got in very bad health. I been active and several members of
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
now she enjoys the gang have been apprehended and any case of Kidney or Bladder trouble
Cardui
her
and
gave
at Kansas City 6,50 p. m. next
No. 4 Arrive
held for trial, but so far no conviction that is not beyond the reach of mediArrive at Chicago 8.20 a. m. 2nd day day
good health.
has resulted, owing probably to the cine. No medicine can do more. Sold
in
is
I
"Cardui
its
worth
&
S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
weight
E. P.
gold.
s
& Co.
peculiarity of the Spanish law referr- - by Stripling-Burrowrecommend it for young and old."
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
Rein comnnserl exclusively nf harm. ed t0 in tne rePOrt Of the consul genNOTICE.
J. P. LYNG,
less vegetable ingredients, with a mild eral at Barcelona.
of Territorial Engineer.
Department
City & Freigh PassengerAgent
and gentle medicinal action, Cardui is
Number of Application 391.
Fortify now against the Grip for it
Ihe best medicine for weak, sick girls
Sana Fe, N. M., Feb. 23, 1910.
comes every season sure! Preventics
and women.
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
Notice is hereby given that on the
A NIGHT ALARM.
VIA,
NO SUBSTITUTE.
It has no harsh, powerful, near-poi- s'
offer in this respect a most certain 18th day of February, 1910, in accord- Worse than an alarm of fire at night
Apr.ent nn snhsrltiita fnr VnTarr'a
is the metallic cough of croup. Care- Honev and Tar. Tt Is the hPst and onous action, like some of the strong &nA dependable safeguard. Preventics, ance wih Section 26, Irrigation Law
ful mothers keep Foley's Honey and safest for coughs, colds, throat and minerals and drugs, but helps nature to ,at the "sneeze stage" will,! as well, of 1907, The Tusas Peak Gold and
DATES OP SALE
Tar in the house and give it at the lung troubles. Contains no oniates pertorm a cure in a natural easy way.
also surely head off all common colds. copper Mining company by Robt u
March 26. 27, 28.
HonCardui.
and no harmful drugs. Remember
first glance of danger. Foley's
But promptness Is
Keep Cooper, Engr., of Santa Fe, County of
Try
RETURN LIMIT 60 DAYS
ey and Tar has saved many little the name, Foley's Honey and Tar. and N. B. Write to: Lad'es' Advisory Dent. Oia. Preventics in the pocket or purse, for Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
lives. No opiates. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s accept no substitutes. Sold by Strip- - ?"?,glilJLci"S2v c!?aUln0ai.lcT:,Tri?c'r'a instant use Box of 48 for 25c. Sold made an applicaion to the Territorial
See Santa Fe Agent.
& Co.
& Co.
Co,
lor Women, sent ia plain wrapper, oa request.
Engineer of New Mexico for a permit
by Stripling-Burrow-s
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The tenth monthly public reception
at the governor's residence will take
place tonight. The Governor and
Mrs. Prince will be pleased to see all
who call, whether residents or sojourners, and of course in these cases
there are no invitations but all are

Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
(Serial 012529.)
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
Department of the Interior.
Kidneys,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
Xotice
is hereby given that the folcook
WANTED
Second hand
Relieves Urinary and Kidney
has filed notice of stove. Phone Black 93.
claimant
lowing
Troubles, Backache Straining. his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim under sections
Swelling, Etc
FOR RENT Large front room fur16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
nished. Lady or couple, 204 Johnson.
(2G Stats., 854), as amended by the
Stops Pain in the Bladder, act of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats., FOR SALE Lands
irrigated by the
470), and that said proof will be made Santa Fe
and Improvement
Irrigation
Kidneys and Back.
at
or
Santa
receiver
before register
E.
on Co., maps and prices at Charles
Fe, X. M., (U. S. Land Office)
Real
Estate.
Michael,
nici within h wk or so to April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
Wouldn't it
heir in to siiy uoodbve forever to the scald
inn. ilrilibinn. st mining, or tho frequent heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
FOR SALE 94'.j acres level land,
of mini': tho forehead iiml the
1 and 2. and S
aches: the ifrowliiu muscle M., for the lots
the Socorro ditch, 1C miles
under
13
16
R.
E.,
X.,
Sec. G2, T.
weakness; spots before the eye; yellow XE
east of El Paso, Tex., $50 per acre on
skin: slueiri)) lxiwels: swollen eyelids or 15.172 acres.
short
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real Esnnkles; e(r cramps: unnnUirnl
He names the following witnesses tate.
breath sleeplcssitcsxanrl thedespondeni y.
I have a recipe for t hesc troubles tlmt you
adrun depend on, and if you want to take a to prove his actual continuous
aulck rscove'v, you onuht to write and verse possession of said tract for
net a ropy of it. Many a doetor would
Traveling men making small towns
surrhiirire vimS.'1'irt iilst for writinff this ores- - twenty years next preceding the
are making from $5 to $10 tor day
u
.ii
it
imve
be
hut
viz.
iadto
of
the
mi
township,
cription.
vey
send it to you entirely free, .lust drop me a
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, X. M.: carrying our pocket side line. For
Woe ike t his: l'r. A K. Robinson, K 1247
particulars address, 20th Century Mfg.
will Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
i.ui.k Bnllcllnn. Iiotroit. Mich., and

When people come to this
sunshine land, as come they will with
statehood, let them find this Capital
City swept and garnished, a clean,
sweet, wholesome place in which, to
build homes and raise children, to
live long and be happy. We are en- do wed beyond the ordinary with
natural advantages. If man will do his
part, the future of Santa Fe is

dimmed.
this date.

Pete Powers was in from Glorieta
yesterday buying hotel supplies.
A shareholders' meeting of the San-

ta Fe Mutual Building and Loan

As-

sociation will be held tonight.
The white caps have made another
nocturnal display at Las Vegas.
0
welcome.
Felix Martinez made a sale of
Special Indian Agent Lewis leaves
cheep yesterday at Las Vegas.
a
this afternoon for Michigan, expecting
Editorial The cities of Seattle,
also to visit Washington City.
and Spokane Falls in the new
David Beckwith, well known as a state of Washington, get $100,000 each
Santa Fe boy, is employed at a Las for the erection of public puildings.
has two United States
Washington
Vegas music store.
Nestor Montoya has gone to Spring- senators. New Mexico gets nothing.
er to serve as interpreter of the dis- She has no United States senators. Do
trict court there.
you understand, fellow citizens?

S3.50 Recipe Crues

IN MEMORIAM.
M. Kinsell, territorial
superintendent of legislative work
and president of the Santa Fe Woman's Christian Temperance Union.

!

"Thou hast journeyed. O, our sister,
to that better land;
Vainly look we for another, in thy
place to stand."
c?nn
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For
and comrade in the work
more than a year and a half she has sendit by return iruin in a plain envelope.
Co.. 130S Wells St., Chicago.
Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
As you will see when you get it. t hisreripe.
iheen i.resident of the local union, as columns
to
desires
who
protest
only pure loou, nimuic-- s remedies,
Any person
but it hiisacreiit uenlini- unit pain conquer-AUTHORS Wo can bring your
well as filling the Office Of territorial
Inir power.
against the allowance of said proof,
.,
worn.,
work to the notice of 300 editors.
superintendent, oi legislative
jt will quickly show its power onre you or who knows of any substantial
it, so l think you had better ee what it
Though far from strong, she never use
under the laws and regulations Short Stories, Special Articles, Books
is without delay.
will send you i copy
:
pa-with
but
cheerful
shrinked a duty,
with best publishers.
fr,.P yoil Cllll llso t Und cure yourself at of the Interior Department why such Mss., placed
York
Xew
for
tience and courageous heart she ac- - Lonebe
Write
circular.
will
allowed
be
not
should
proof
. ot
i
Author's Exchange, 54 Xassau St.,
given an opportunity at the
jcepieii uie uutuens ui uui
Xew York.
time and place to
tempting the seemingly impossible FOREST U. S. RECLAMATION
It has been claimed for "The does she lose an opportunity for aU LttOIs Lliai. foil n thn
PROJECT IN WASHINGTON.
v. T
lyjx, nf
the witnesses of said claimant,
liic lsi
vl oa. w . P
lJ
jail
ANY LADY can easily make from
.Tosn S. and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Alnvnli 12
IT. woman
of
Kreutzer Sonata," "The Woman in artistic exploit.
tasks appalling but f0T
' Wash
$18.00 to $25.00 per week working for
The
of
is
the
plot
interesting
play
claimant.
in
in
thfi
Pnnw
in rh;ir!rp of the that submitted by
tha). hpljpf lvin
the Case,"
"Resurrection," "The
me quietly in her own home locality.
and problematical, it teaches a story that
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
.wjth pod all things are possi. Tieton' 'in.igation I)rojoct, covering
This is a bonafide offer one which
Straight Road," and others of the fa- that appeals to every man. woman and ble
Register. will
0f0 acn,s at ft cost of $li300,000, the
mous plays in which Miss Blanche child in every walk of life It poses
pay you to investigate, even if
m n Washington built in its
flrst
can only spare two hours per day.
you
Walsh has starred that they teach a the great question of whether a wo- Liiat. man
Publication.
Notice For
lw
mat enuuies uue iu twrij runn
ui.u stnto reoh,Xo investment required. Turn your
Small Holding Claim No. HIS.
beautiful moral lesson, but "The man and a man, both with a past, the out on the seemins void, feeline assur- - mation service, announces that tne
spare time into money. Write me at
a
with
and
clean
W0I"a"
012528.
generated
Serial
ed tha(. underneah are' ,he everlast-- "flood waters" will be turned onto
Test" in which she is touring this road behind
once
for particulars. Address MARY
her, and the man only
1
Pecos Forest. Xot Coal Land.
B. TAYLOR. Box 30, Woman's Buildseason is declared by citizens to be conventionally "reformed," should be ins: arms, and with that faith our dear 2.000 acres included in Unit Xo.
of the Interior,
far greater than any of these. It is allowed to enter the social folds on Mrs. Kinsell was filled, it shone from early in May. Expert horticulturists Department States Land
ing, Joliet, Illinois.
Office,
in-- !
United
and
most
is
desirable
the
land
the
sweet
an
face
like
say
inner
her
light,
to
the
the surface
a play that brings
1910.
equal terms. Or rather why should
Santa Fe, X. M., March 5,
her. valuable of the undeveloped semi-ari10 X., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., containgreat emotional talent of the actress, the man be permitted all the privi- - spiring and blessing those arounddevot-is hereby given that the fol- Xotice
: districts in the state.
a lovin? wife and a
was
She
1C0 acres.
of
her magnetic personality, her power
ing
of
woman
al.
tne
no
and
filer!
hn
lee
society
lnn'innr.iiQnioil nlnlmnTit
not
her
has
left
she
ed
and
He
names the following witnesses
mother,
in
The
district
is
land
the
tributary
and
remarkable
voice,
j ways be barred from them
repression,
llness her
tice of his intention to make final to prove his actual continuous ad"The Test" is interesting from the past be hidden or sufficiently veiled beloved ones, she has only stepped be-- 10 orth Yakima, southwest of
the curtain that veils from us iianei the nearest point being three nroof in support of his claim under verse possession of said tract for
rise to the fall of the curtain. It to make her "interesting."
March
invisible
the
world; her tender care mj)es fr0m the city limits of the first sections 16 and 17 of the act of
filltwenty years next preceding the surbeams with bright dialogue and is
The play brings an overwhelming
amended
as
854),
3,
(26
1S91,
Stats.,
still.
over
them
is
no
vey of the township, viz.:
other
There
named.
is
shipping
with
in
action
ed throughout
startling
argument in favor of the woman and
1893, (27
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
Long may her memory live in our j,0i nt. on a railroad line within reach by the act of February 21,
Climax after climax fol- ends happily.
its nature.
470), and that said proof will Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and
Stats.,
the
the
deeds,
and
smaller
0f
good
may
hearts,
ranchers,
low each other in such rapid succesalthough
"The Test" is the work of Jules
acts, the precious seed that she niunities are springing up at the be made before Register and Receiver Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, X. M.
sion and the audience is held in a Eckert Goodman and is declared by
at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, on April
hun-a
Any person who desires to protest
' termini of branch railroad lines.
spell, scarcely breathing at times, the critics to be one of the greatest plays has sown grow and increase
21, 1910, viz: Xicario Quintana, heir against the allowance of said proof,
before
will
not
dredfold.
stand
She
The construction has only been
interest reaches such a point. The ever produced on the American stage.
of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, X. M., for or who knows of any substantial reaMaster empty handed.
complished by overcoming numerous
physical requirements of the actress Miss Walsh is said to be assisted by
Sec. 28, and the SE son under the laws and regulations of
SW
the W.
engineering difficulties, some of which
are great, but she fully meets these. the strongest company with which she
T. 16 X., R. 13 E., the Interior Department
Sec.
XE
29,
why such
"Dead? Xay she is not dead. Who were generally said to be insurmount-callIn the third act especially does she has ever been surrounded.
Among
acres.
120
X.
M.
P.
of
should
be
not
M.,
allowed
will be
proof
her so?
able at the time the reclamation servher power of elocution. those in the. aggregation are George
display
an opportunity at the
given
witnesses
reanames
the
He
The
I
lives
know.
following
she
That
still
work.
For
the
eight
jce started
Through several long scenes she is Howard, for several years leading
time and place to
adwhy?
miles the main canal is constructed to prove his actual continuous
the central figure, her musical voice man with Mary Mannering, Ethel
the witnesses of said claimant
for
said
of
tract
verse
Because
Master
at
the
years
canon
possession
said,
Tieton
of
wall
long
the
along the
undergoing the strain well as she Clifton, William Travers, Harry
sur- and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
points hundreds of feet above the twenty years next preceding the
rises from one dramatic height to anXicholas. Judels, Katherine 'W7hoago,
that submitted by claimant.
viz:
of
shall
the
who
believes
lives
township,
and
vey
at
other places
mountain stream and
other.' In her long speeches she never Bell, Bertamj A. Marburg, M. Sheldon
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
"
never die.'
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, X. M.; Calle-tan-o
bored through solid rock as a tunnel,
once falters and brings about
Lewis, Harold Blake, Thomas SanderRegister.
X.
the
Vincente
M.,
until a sudden turn is taken and
Garcia, Rowe,
in a sweeping man- son and others.
fornot
"Gone?
but
and
Antonio
a
X.
Aye,
foothill
M.,
diverts
perhaps,
canal
Pecos,
Quintana,
through
ner that captivates her audiences. The
"The Test" will be seen at the Elks'
ever gone;
Pecos, X. M.
emerges from a tunnel into the head
part gives her great scope for the theatre Tuesday night and the seat
he
be
or
distant
Thoutime
the
of
the
Cowiche
For,
creek.
waters
though
finer sort of repressed acting for sale opened this morning at Fischer's
Any person who desires to protest
near,
sands of men have had employment in against the allowance of said proof, or
which she is famous and never once drug store.
nis is oeciarea 111 no uncertain
the building or this canal during tne who kn0Ws 0f any- - substantial reason
wnen tjnrist appears uiey snaai wuu ast four years an(j hundreds will be under the laws and regulations of the
Him appear.'
men will be chosen to fill these im-- !
required to complete the lateral sys- Interior Department why such proof
tems of Units Xos. 2 and 3.
should not be allowed will be given an
posiI portant, though
W. C. T. II. MOTES.
A feature of the lateral system of opportunity at the
tions. The health and welfare of the "Far from us separated? God forbid!
neonle demand men not nnlv well in- - She is wlta christ and whether near Unit Xo. 1 is that Cowiche creek, long time and place to
the
or far,
used by ranchers as an irrigation witnesses of said claimant, and to oftentioned, but men with knowledge of
our stream, is turned into the main lateral,
Prize Poem.)
(The
ways and means, men with the cour- The selfsame Christ with whom
fer evidence in Tebuttal of that sublife
is
hid;
Children of yesterday,
headgate having been constructed to mitted by claimant.
age of their convictions, men who will
united divert the water into the sublaterals,
(ONE TVAY)
Heirs of tomorrow,
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
put the good of the city before any She there, we here, in Christ
are."
ditches
What are you weaving
mainly built of openwork
LOS
personal consideration. The very lives
Register.
ANGELES
Labor and sorrow?
of your children depend on this, your "But out of reach? Yes, for a little or are piped in concrete tubes beSAN
while,
DIEGO,
neath the surface as inverted siphons.
Look at your looms again;
life and mine may depend on it.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
VOTERS1 this is your business. De And out of sight? Yes, since our eyes In this way the government has avoidFaster and faster
Small holding claim No. 1420.
S4N
FRANCISCO,
are dim.
ed the building of flumes with the necmand men who will have these proven
Fly the great shuttles
Serial 012530, Pecos Forest. Not
her
of
abeadwelcome
on
latthe
Called
in
cost
maintenance
Master.
SACRAMENTO,
Coal Land.
essary heavy
qualifications, no matter what their
Prepared by the
smile
er years.
Lifes 'in the loom,
rank or station, whether they be rich
of the Interior,
and intermediates
Department
While it is announced that water
Room for it room!
or poor, so they have the good of the Sha11 freet us on the other shore with
United States Land Office.
'
Him
will be turned onto 11,000 acres this
r T C:
Santa Fe, X. M., March 5, 1910.
people at heart and the desire and
These emPty hands' They sha11 be year, application have been made for
Xotice is hereby given that the
Children of yesterday,
knowledge to promulgate that good.
more than fllIed
claimant has filed notice
Dean George Hodges, D. D., in
Heirs of tomorrow,
irrigation of not more than 2,000 acres wing-named
,
PORTLAND, ORE. and
for another s starving of land. Numerous reasons combine of his intention to make final proof
Lighten the labor
speaking of the value of a vote says: With brings
heart.
to cut down the acreage for the first in support of his claim under sections
points in the Northwest
And sweeten the sorrow,
"The value of a vote depends on what
Now while the. shuttles fly
that vote will do for us. The effect of This clamoring pam! It shall he still year and among them are the follow- 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
On Sale daily until
ed
a vote is to put a man Into office. The
Faster and faster,
ing: The land to be irrigated is the (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
April
an- '
to
heal
wherewith
1893
With
peace
(27 Stats.,
farthest from North Yakima under act of February 21,
15th 1910.
Up and be at it
things we commit to the men we vote
other's smart."
the Tieton project; the government 470), and that said proof will be made
At work for the Master.
into office are of very great importSEE SANTA FE AGENT.
can not promise to supply water dur- before Register and Receiver at Sanance.
He stands at your loom,
"But still we weep! Why not? Since ing the entire irrigation season at this ta Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
Room for Him room!
"If a citizen for a five dollar bill
Jesus wept,
time, as the Bumping lake dam, to Tiburcio Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roivotes for men, who for the sake of
divine conserve water, has not been complet- bal, of Rowe, N. M., for the N
his
even
this
eyes
Though
Children of yesterday,
money will employ dishonest contracSE
Sec. 32, and the S
could see
been XE
Heirs of tomorrow,
tors, and for the sake of votes will em- - That only for a season Lazarus slept, ed and many landowners ofhave
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.,
dewater
the promise
Look at your fabric
ploy ignorant teachers, that voter And at Hlg caU awake again would surprised by
of 160 acres.
Of labor and sorrow,
livery and have not cleared and plowmanes ine worst Kina or a Dargain.
He names the following 'witnesses
be."
ed their land preparatory to
Seamy and dark
For five dollars he exposes his chil- to prove his actual continuous adverse
With despair and disaster.
j dren to the dangers of bad air, fire
possession of said tract for twenty
"Eut is these hearts, before peace
Turn it and lo,
If a man, for
j and ignorant teachers.
years next preceding the survey of
break?
never
cometh,
a
cold
Pneumonia
follows
but
The design of the Master.
Summer Excursion Rates
the sake of five dollars votes for an The blow tnat broke the alabaster follows the use of
the township, viz.:
and
Foley's Honey
The Lord's at the loom,
Cleofes
and
Garothcer who will give him impure waCalletano
Garcia,
fair
Tar which stops the cough, heals the
Room for Him Room!
ter, the man makes a foolish bargain. Spilled, without waste, the 'nard for lungs and expels the cold from the cia, of Rowe, X. M., Vicinte Quintana
LOS ANGELES
A.
Mary
Lathbury. It is a good thing to have the five
s
& and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
Christ's sweet sake,
system. Sold by
SAN
W. C. T. U. Gift Day.
DIEGO,
to
who
desires
Any person
protest
dollars, but it is a bad thing to get An(l broadcast flung to all its frag Co.
There is no other organization in it by voting for a man who will give
allowance
the
of
said
against
proof,
ranee rare."
who knows of any substantial reason
the world that keeps as much splen- us typhoid fever in return, by neglect
TWO SUITS FOR DIVORCE
VALE, Dear Friend
did machinery in forceful, helpful mo- of his duty.
AT ALBUQUERQUE. under the laws and regulations of the
SAN FRANCISCO
Interior Department why such proof
tion with so little money as does the "We need to be 'protected against
X. M., March 12.
Albuquerque,
FGAI
NOTICE.
should
not be allowed will be given an
Woman's Christian Temperance Un- our
Two actions for divorce were filed in
enemies, against the lies of the
at the
opportunity
ion, through its local, state, national devil, who in the saloon and disdrder- - TqT whom it May Co,ncern.
both
court
the
district
by
yesterday,
and testament of Samuel
t
time
to
and
the
This
and world-widplace
organization.
women
One way via
been
alleging that they had
ly house threaten the souls and bodies B. unmsnaw, deceased
year, more money than usual is need-- : nr nnr mhilrlrnn
- .
, rt grievously wronged by their husband. witnesses of said claimant, and to ofk
Hour TnPQP f11ra
PORTLAND or
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subiouce is uensoy given pursuant. i
T.A it I.
.
been rlecirlerl- tn sHvo the .
,-,
"
sna, be (jeat witn depends on our statute that the probate judge in andj"
mitted
claimant
by
uypuxSEATTLE,
XJeupiw all uvei iuc wuuuj
s' ask;3 a &lJ0ce
' 9l
vote.
for the county of Santa Fe, N. M., has from
MANUEL R. OTERO,
P. Potter, whom she be
tunity to help meet this important
Sterling
the
a
fixed
at
2d,
1910,
"If a' man for five dollars casts
Monday, May
Register.
need.
1.
Mlln
i
the lieves to be in California. Mrs. Pot,i j.
..ltn-nnnr rnrtm fif tllA Tirnhntfl rmirt
tmln wim.il
10 uuC .u,u nf
lectu
iuoj.
were
ter
and
alle&es
husband
she
her
Prois
Gift
Day
The day chosen for
N.
of
M
Fe
the!
Santo
for
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
his son or daughter he makes the bar- county
.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
hibition Rally Day, which this year gain of a fool.
proving of the last will and testament
J"
Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
own
b, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
hence Saturday,
falls on Sunday;
refu y
19"t mv
of Samuel B. Grimshaw, deceased, a'?
. ,
"To
v,D
Serial
Pecos
Not
Forest.
012531,
March 19th, will be the day for the
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
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CASH

4

No--

(Continued

FISH

35
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .30
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35
25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz

Oranges, Navels, 25c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. . . .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs

S. Strickler of the Bank
of Commerce at Albuquerque, was a
business visitor in Santa Fe today.
of Estancia,
Angus McGillivray
spent several days in Santa Fe this
week the guest of his parents in law,
General and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
Territorial Republican Chairman H.
O. Bursum left Socorro today for his
sheep ranch in the Oscuro mountains.
He is establishing lambing camps for
his various flocks and is looking forward to a favorable season.
Dr. J. E. Engstad of Grand Forks,
North Dakota, stopped over, rather by
accident, in Santa Fe, this afternoon
between trains. He is on his way to
Phoenix, Arizona, to investigate climatic conditions, with a view of sending his patients that need a climatic
He was
change to the southwest.
much impressed with the beauty and
climatic conditions he found at Santa
Fe and expressed great regret that
he had not made arrangements to remain longer. He was supplied with
literature descriptive of Santa Fe by
the New Mexican.

THURSDAYS
Cofi- Hall
75
fee, 2 lbs
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack .. .65

Barrington

Good
Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for

25c

Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
thirteen for
3 for 25c,
thirteen for
$1.00
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . . ,20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
25c,

Green Chile.

(I

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
Nine bars Teepe Soap
25c
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys, 2 for

hi

raised in the trial of the Jamison
brothers for murder, whether Judge
Ira A. Abbott has a right to hold court
at Clayton.
Important Business Deal The Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Company
is taking over' the supplies of the
Santa Fe Water and Light Company
and will in the future handle these as
well as contracts for wiring. The
transfer is being made today.
Fatally Wounded By Brother
Meng, aged fifteen years, was
fatally wounded by his seven year old
brother at Elkins, Chaves county,
with a gun which the younger boy
i bought couldn't be discharged.
It was
a 22 caliber rifle that had been out

The great Baking Powder
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use id in millions of
homes never
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Lei-bo- rt

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

MEXICO CENTRAL

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

FIRST CLASS
HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

SRop

popJwMces Buggies and Saddle Horses

i

of repair.
Maxi-mian- o
Guilty of Assault to Murder
Montano was found guilty of
assault with intent to murder at Los
M
(Continued From Page "fwo.)
Lunas. Ernest Didier of Belen indicted for assault with intent to kill pleadX
X ed guilty and was sentenced to one
Denver, Colo., March 12
X Weather
forecast for New X year in the penitentiary but sentence
X Mexico: Fair tonight and Sun- - X was suspended pending good behavior.
District Court at Socorro District i
day with warmer weather in X
X court will convene at Socorro on works table and home made candies
southeast portion.
3SX3J3SSXXSe3C31JS5S March 21. Two murder trials win- will be sold.
t
Soaking Rain in Mesilla Valley
come up: That of W. S. Ashby, charg- j Condemnation Proceedings Halted
The Mesilla valley reports a soaking ed with the murder of E. A. Sipe at The work of the appraisers in the conrain on Thursday night.
Alma, and of Daniel Archuleta Charg- demnation proceedings against the
Third Bank for Las Cruces The ed with the murder of Isaaias
y
Victorio Land and Cattle Company
stock has been subscribed for a third
a saloon for part of the site of the Elephant
at
following
Magdalena
bank for Las Cruces, Dona Ana coun-- , ibrawl.
Butte dam and railroad are hampered
i
ty.
J. Ringer,
His by the critical illness of A.
Fe Brakeman
'
Breaks
Santa
'
commissionof
one
Rushing Work on Court House
the
of
Hillsboro,
Back John Donnely, a Santa Fe
Contractor August Reingardt of San- brakeman, was
this forenoon brought ers, and the absence of J. S. McTavish
ta Fe is rushing work on the court to the
company hospital at Las Ve- of Magdalena, another commissioner
house at Estancia.
in a dying condition from a brok- in the east, as well as the question
gas
Woman's Board of Trade The Wo- en back. Last
night his train had whether the government will permit
man's Board of Trade will have its
and in getting off the train in the cattle of the defendant company
stopped
regular meeting at the public library the darkness he plunged thirty feet to be watered from the reservoir.
on Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. ,
into an arroyo landing on a heap of
Tennis Players to Meet Monday
Death
of
Silas rocks which broke his back. No
Homesteader
hope Night Dr. J. A. Rolls, president of
Dugan, a homesteader, died at the age is held out for his recovery.
the local tennis club has issued a call
of 42 years, at his home near MoEaster Sale The annual Easter for a meeting of tennis enthusiasts
riarty, Torrance county, of spinal men- sale of the Woman's Aid Society of in his office at 7 o'clock Monday night.
ingitis.
the First Presbyterian church will The meeting will be for the purpose
Bill Pedro Abeyta, who take
Raised
as there are many
place in the assembly room of of
passed a $1 bill raised to $30 at El the public library, on Tuesday, March who wish to join the club and begin
Paso this week tendering it in pay- 22. There will be special provisions to tennis playing. "This is a splendid
ment for a drink at a saloon, was please the young folks and one of the time of the year to begin," said Dr.
taken to the city jail.
novel features will be a Caff eteria sud-pe- r Rolls, who is a tennis enthusiast, "and
Run Over By Train at Anapra An
to which young and old are in I see mo reason why those who like
unknown man of Mexican
descent vited. There will also be a fancy the sport should not play. We have
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Lump, nut and
mine run coal
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

12, 1910.
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Minor City Topics.

HU

F. ANDREWS

4.

SATURDAY, MARCH

Valuable Collection of Historical
Documents 'Hon. B. M. Read, who is
writing a history of New Mexico, has
collected some two thousand invaluable original documents and papers of
the early period of New Mexico history.
Tried to Break Out of Jail Charles
charged with
Leggett, an
rape, and Eliseo Chavez, charged with
cattle stealing, made a futile attempt
to break out of jail at Socorro, but
were discovered trying to saw their
way out.
Question Judge Abbott's Jurisdiction In district court at Clayton, Union county, the question has been

at Estancia.
Banker W.

2 lb for 75c. Best Butter 2 lb. for 75c.
Extra

ty-

Miss Luella Fiske has returned to
Moriarty after a brief visit in Santa
Fe.
Rev. A. Besset of this city, this
week celebrated mass at Moriarty and

MCE FRESH TOMATOES per lb 15c.
FRESH

From Page Five.)

4

GROCERY AND BAKERY

M.

was run over and killed by the Golden State Limited train on the Southern Pacific at Anapra, Dona Ana coun--

SOCIAL ANDPERSONAL

No.

N".

probably the next best tennis court
in the Territory of New Mexico and
as for fine weather to play the game
it would be hard to beat it."
LOST Small ledger, with list of
names, while delivering liundry yesterday. Return to Kerr's barje? shop.
NOTICE.
By order of the board of directors,
a meeting of the stockholders of the
Mutual Building and Loan Association
of Santa Fe, N. M., will be held at
the office of said association, Laugh-li- n
block, Santa Fe, N. M., Thursday-evening- ,
March 17th, 1910, at 7:30
o'clock, for the amendment of the bylaws.
R. J. CRICHTON,

Santa Fe,

N. M., March

Secretary.
12th, 1910.

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received
at this building until 2 o'clock p. m March
for furnishing fuel, lights, water,
ice, miscellaneous supplies, washing towels,
hauling ashes, and sprinkling streets for
this building during the fiscal year ending
Jrvne 30, 1911 or such portion of the year as
may be deemed advisable. The right to
reject any and all bids is reserved by the
Treasury Department, H. P, Bardshar,
Custodian, J. J. li.
25, 1910,
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Now that you're ready to have us open the ball with new spring clothes
're ready to do it, we intend to open your eyes, and your pocket"
ancj
book, by such a showing of fine clothes as you've never before looked at; at such prices as will make being
well dressed so easy that you cant afford to be anything else.
YflllT1

TYPITIO

flftthp?

THIS SPRING WE'VE MADE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO PREPARE FOR OUR FRIENDS
AN UNUSUAL DISPLAY AND STOCK OF THE FINEST CLOTHES WE CAN FIND.

I
Hart Schaffner & Marx

Suits

Overcoats

most perfect products, in a fine array of
new and pleasing fabrics, colors and patterns
you cant appreciate how good these clothes
are without seeing them; there are no
words we can use to convey to you the
beauty of the fabrics, the smartness of the
styles, the perfection of the tailoring.

here in all the favored models Chesterfield;
Ryton; topcoats; raincoats; autocoats. Many
of them you'll find silk lined; some with silk
to the edge. The fabrics are imported and
American weaves, grays, oxfords, black, and
many handsome mixtures in Scotch and
English cloths.

Our stock of Suits offers a very remarkable variety of fine colorings and patterns.
You will not see any similar goods anywhere else; patterns used by Hart Schaffner
& Marx are their's exclusively; and our's
exclusively.

New ideas in Scotch cheviots, in heather shades, new, fine English and American worsteds; Irish
tweeds; grays, browns, blues, in all sort of handsome patterns; stripes, plaids, checks, plain colors
smooth and rough weaves. Prices on these suits are from $20 up.
This Store is the Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

NA

HAN SAL AON

j,

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

